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GEneració Plurilingüe 1 

TASK 1 
 

GEP session Session 2 - The multicoloured layers of CLIL input: Fostering cognitive skills. 

Title of the lesson or topic Mystery Classroom 

Course / year / age 6th graders 

Timing 2 hours (probably 3). 2-3 different sessions of 1 hour. 

Short description of the session/s  
 

 What is the session about?  

 
 What do I want my students to do 

today? 

 

Interdisciplinary activity where ICT tools (Hangouts for video-conferences) are used to play a game 
called Mystery Classroom. It’s about two schools (previously agreed), which have to guess, following 
specific rules, where the other class is from all around the world. 
The children are working different competences such as: learning to learn, autonomy and orientation 
abilities. 
Each pupil is given a role (the T tries to adapt the activity to Sts multiple intelligences and abilities) 
and, thanks to the classmates collaboration and the cooperative work, they get the other class 
location (the aim is the same one for everybody). 
 
Development of the activity:  
Pre-task (preparation): 

 The T introduces the logo and the title of the activity (visual input) and the Sts make 
hypothesis about what they think the activity is going to be about. Both, T and Sts create a 
mind map with all the keywords (language content) getting the general idea about it.  



 
Also and once they have reached to the essence of the proposal, the T shows them a 2 minutes 
video (visual input) with another school experience. They quickly get engaged and feel really excited 
about it. 

 The tasks are introduced and worked in order for them to be familiar. They are given a list 
(written input) with all the tasks with a short description and they choose (with T’s guidance) 
the task they like. Important: multiple intelligences and diversity adaptation. 

Examples of tasks:  
Greeter (social): says hello to the other school and greets the other class. 
Inquirer (linguistic): speaks to the other class and makes important questions and answers the 
Yes/No questions from the other class. 
Google Mapper (visual/spatial): uses online maps to search the location, based on the clues the other 
school gives. He looks for different countries, states, cities, geographical reference spots, in order to 
concrete the other's school location. 
Logical Reasoner (logical learner): uses the information to clear possible cities and countries up. 
Videographer (kinesthetic): goes around and films short videos to show what is happening, including 
the digital whiteboard. 
 

 The Sts fill in the templates with the language they are going to use in the video-conference 
(the questions, the clues, the greeting message…). This part will be focused on the written 
language they produce. They work in pairs and groups, with the T’s supervision.  

 They prepare 20 questions and 5-10 clues for the other school (everything before the 
conference). They also prepare all the material they are going to use: maps, globes, atlas, 
laptops, microphones, computer and hangout account (hands-on and practical input). 

 The T goes through all the language content correcting, assessing and adding whatever is 
needed. 

 
Task (official activity):  
In groups (previously arranged), the Sts are ready to carry out their task. The T only starts the 
session (date and hour previously agreed with the other school through Google+ app) and helps the 
Sts in case if they get lost. 
Aim: to guess the geographical location asking Yes/No Questions to the other school (taking turns). 



In case they don’t get others location, they can give each other the clues they prepared, to make the 
guessing easier. 
As the activity goes by, the Sts can improvise and make new questions (with the Logical reasoners’ 
or the google mappers’ help), in order to achieve the aim. 
 
Result:  
There is not a winner, but if one school gets others location, the other school can keep going asking 
questions to see if they can also get it.  
 
Assessment:  
The Sts can fill in a short satisfaction survey (we can use a rubric table format) to value the general 
activity and to express how they felt (comments: teamwork, meeting new people from different 
countries, learning English in a funny way, being able to participate in English…).  

In terms of academic content, what are 

the students learning and what are they 

learning to do? 

In this concrete activity they Sts put into practice specific contents they have previously worked, since 
this is a block inside the CLIL Society project, focused on geography: continents, physical features, 
oceans, seas, countries...  
 
Some curricular academic contents:  

 Location research from a set of questions using different sources of information and digital 
technology. 

 Recognition and valuation of the cultural diversity. 
 Knowledge and identification of different continents physical features. 

In terms of language, what are the 

students practicing or learning to do? 

All the language they work to prepare the final task to be easier to follow the general meaning and  to 
get the goal of the activity:  
 
Present tense for real facts. 
Wh-questions (Where/ When/ What/ Which/ Who…) 
Do you…? 
Are you…? 
Is/Are your…? 
 
Some curricular linguistic contents: 

 Comprehension of working and action instructions in the class. 
 Comprehension of diverse information related to intercurricular contents. 
 Identification of the vocabulary related to a topic. 
 Use of the basic linguistic structures in the oral and written productions. 



 Pronunciation and intonation in oral interactions. 
 Rules which take oral comunication and interaction: taking turns, respect, voice… 
 Use of digital tools to research information to carry out specific tasks. 

In what way is this 2-hour lesson plan a 

good example of what we learnt in the 

GEP course session?  

The lesson plan includes assessment criteria: 
 

 To be aware and show interest in writen productions and its elements (correction, 
planification, context and revision). 

 To fluently express oneself in oral productions and interactions. 
 To naturally participate in oral interactions (making questions, asking for doubts 

clarification…). 
 To value the English language as a comunicative instrument with other people and cultures. 

Other important information 

These sessions are interrelated to a big Society Project.  
 
All the project planification: around 32 sessions/school year (1 session of 60 min/week) 
 
Previous sessions contents: 
 

 Identification and location of the main physical features and  hidrography of the world 
(Continents and Oceans). 

 Identification and location of European physical features, hidrography and countries.  
 Use and interpretation of different cartographic representations (maps, aerial views, street 

maps, sketch maps…), using diverse supports, to locate important elements of the physical 
environment. 

 Execution of a piece of research from a set of questions approach, through experimental 
processes and the use of different sources of information and digital technology. 

 Territorial organization of Europe. 
 Reading different texts, presented with digital or paper support, to extract specific information. 
 Preparation and reproduction of oral texts, using a verbal and non verbal language.  
 To show interest in oral exhibitions.  

 

 

 



 

 

MATERIALS: 

Digital whiteboard, laptops, labels with tasks, globes, worksheets, video and photo cameras, maps, geographical atlas... 

Technological tools: Hangout   Google+   and Google maps 

Google Hangouts Account: https://plus.google.com/communities/110369120141935358658/stream/d5e52dc4-e12e-4ce4-9a80-

4275a93450cb 

 

Poster with the Mystery Classroom Logo:  

 

Link with all the Mystery Classroom Instructions: http://xtec.gencat.cat/ca/projectes/projectes-xarxa/mystery-classroom/ 

Link with a video (experience from another school): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s1Klw0tfD-g 

Link with our videos: https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1OqxMU6BvBC75ccuJoxgyCStbKyLCj9lj 

https://plus.google.com/communities/110369120141935358658/stream/d5e52dc4-e12e-4ce4-9a80-4275a93450cb
https://plus.google.com/communities/110369120141935358658/stream/d5e52dc4-e12e-4ce4-9a80-4275a93450cb
http://xtec.gencat.cat/ca/projectes/projectes-xarxa/mystery-classroom/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s1Klw0tfD-g
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1OqxMU6BvBC75ccuJoxgyCStbKyLCj9lj


Example of a worksheet  (to introduce the tasks to the children): 

 

Name and Surname:   

Date: 

Grade: __________________ 

 

 

List of Tasks with a short description: 

. 1 Greeter (relacions públiques): says hello to the other school and greets the other class. 

Material: sheet of paper with template. 

. 1 Runner (dinamitzador): keeps order in the classroom, shares the information that arrives and 

calls upon the inquirers to speak. Material: sheet of paper with template. 

. 6 Inquirers (enquestador): speaks to the other class and makes important questions and 

answers the Yes/No questions from the other class. Material: sheet of paper with Qs. 

. 3 Google Mappers (cartògraf Google): uses online maps to search the location, based on the 

clues the other school gives. He looks for different countries, states, cities, geographical 

reference spots, in order to concrete the other's school location. Material: laptops 

. 2 Atlas Explorers (explorador): uses a traditional atlas in order to help finding the school's 

location. Material: Atlas (books) 

. 2 Question Keepers (guarda preguntes): writes down all the incoming answers from the other 

school. Material: sheet of paper with Qs and Yes/No for the Answers 

. 3 Logical Reasoners (pensador lògic): uses the information to clear possible cities and 

countries up. Material: laptops 

. 3 Clue Managers (gestor de pistes): uses a map to trace useful information. He can colour, 

trace and mark, in order to reduce the options and ask new questions. Material: maps of the 

world; markers, pens; sheet of paper with list of clues. 

. 2 Videographers (videògraf): films short videos to show what is happening, including the digital 

whiteboard. Material: Go Pro. 

. 2 Photographers (fotògraf): takes pictures of the session with important shots. Material: 2 

cameras. 



Examples of tasks  (to fill in by the children):  



Some Pictures:  

 



TASK 2 
 

GEP session Session 5 - Reading and Writing in CLIL 

Title of the lesson or topic OUR POLISH FRIENDS 

Course / year / age 6th graders 

Timing 2 hours (or 3) 

Short description of the session/s  
 

 What is the session about?  

 
 What do I want my students to 

do today? 

 

Context: to work on the Society project through CLIL methodology, the school is working for the last 3 
years with another European school (in Brzeszcze, Poland), through an official eTwinning project, aimed 
to: 
 
- To improve the knowledge about other European countries and their culture. 
- To show the role of English language and modern technologies in communication between people from 
different countries living far from each other. 
- To develop English and ICT skills by using them in a real life. 
- To notice the similarities and differences between people from different countries and to start the 
friendship despite the differences. 
- To make school life and learning more interesting and attractive. 
- To integrate classes and develop teamwork skills by working in the common project. 
- To make the awareness of the role of the school in students’ lives.:  
 
One of the most common and at the same time the most popular activity within the project is for the 
children to introduce themselves. They feel like meeting their Polish friends profiles’ information and 
want to know what they look like (through texts, presentations, photos…). 
 
The teacher introduces the texts the Polish friends sent to the school (visual input), but the pupils don’t 
get them yet. The aim of using these texts is because they are close, the vocabulary is familiar, they 
have simple sentences and will help our students in the future writing.  
 
Pre-reading activities: Following the KWL method, the children can write down what they know about 
their friends in Poland (from the hello letter we received at the very beginning of the project, for 



instance), what they would like to know about them and in the end, they will write what they learned 
about their friends’ lives.  
In order to engage the children before reading begins, the teacher poses 5 True/False statements about 
the text that the children will have to answer, just making predictions and will check if they are either 
correct or false, once they finished reading it.  
 
While-reading activities: The texts are cut in two and laminated for them to be easily used. The 
children work in pairs and they receive the two halves from one text (member 1 has got complementary 
information of member 2 about the same text). There will be 12-13 different texts given to a group of 25 
pupils.They have some minutes to share the information, but the task is to answer a set of questions 
about the text; with both halves and both 1&2 members’ collaboration, the questions will be answered.  
At this moment the teacher, since he is walking around, will check pupils’ understanding, and will 
encourage them to reread and revise any detail if an answer is not correct.  
The children with lower level or learning process will be given a shorter text and will not have to answer 
all the questions proposed. Even the teacher can ask them orally easier ones.  
 
Post-reading activities: Once they checked the T/F statements and everyone got through the correct 
answers from the text, the pairs have to build a mind map only with pictures making a summary about 
the text they are working on. Later on, they will have to orally translate the pictures into words to another 
couple of pupils, making their content comprehensible for the others to understand. When talking, they 
try to focus on the order of words in sentences=syntax, grammar and pronunciation. The other pair will 
make notes with keywords, or even will write a short text, showing their understanding. Here they are 
working on the one hand speaking and listening, and on the other, cognitive and metacognitive 
strategies such as rereading, catching keywords, creating the mind map, predicting, summarising, 
synthesizing and of course interaction (SIOP method). All of them here are doing a “rehearsal” for the 
future writing.  
 
Pre-writing activities: Since the final writing text is not an isolated something, the teacher refers to the 
previous work and activities they did, in order to link the learning process and give a meaningful context. 
 He uses the Polish texts as a model, but also he chooses different ones about introducing oneself (from 
magazines, textbooks…). There is a clear intention of introducing the information in more than one way.  
The idea here is to get the general topics about what pupils’ texts are going to be about (name, age, 
family, hobbies, free time, likes/dislikes, favourite food/animal/music…). Individually each child makes a 
list about what he/she would like to talk about.  
 
While-writing activities and final result: on a Drive document (shared with the teacher) the children 
start writing the first draft about himself. The T will make comments on the document as a feedback and 



the pupils will correct the text. They can think of adding photos and videos from themselves. While 
writing, some children will be provided by linguistic scaffolding with all the linguistic structures to make 
sure they feel comfortable to write the text properly. Some others will probably not need them. 
Afterwards, as we want something challenging, the teachers suggests a Padlet creation 
(www.padlet.com), to send to Poland. There will be some children who stops in the Drive document, and 
others will go deeper using  the technological tool where they can expand their imagination and 
creativity.  

In terms of academic content, what 

are the students learning and what are 

they learning to do? 

Some curricular academic contents:  
 

 Recognition of opinions diversity. 
 Recognition and valuation of the cultural diversity. 
 Digital identity. Management of data privacy. 

 

In terms of language, what are the 

students practicing or learning to do? 

All the language they work all along the activities is quite diverse, but the aimed linguistic structures they 
need to learn in order to get the goal of the final task are:  
 
I’m ___/ My name is _____ 
I’m ____ years old. 
I’ve got ____ (brother, sister, mum, dad….) 
I’ve got/ I haven’t got a pet… 
My favourite music/food/singer/ school subject is ___ 
I love/ I like/ I don’t like/ I hate _____ 
In my free time ______ 
My class ___ 
I want to be a ____ 
Some curricular linguistic contents: 

 Comprehension of working and action instructions in the class. 
 Comprehension of diverse information related to intercurricular contents. 
 Identification of the vocabulary related to a topic. 
 Use of the basic linguistic structures in the oral and written productions. 
 Pronunciation and intonation in oral interactions. 
 Reading texts following diverse typology, with visual or paper aid, in order to get the general 

meaning and extract specific information 
 Production of short texts related to everyday life. 
 Use of expressions and phrases worked in the class when writing texts, using technological aid 

when needed. 

http://www.padlet.com/


 Use of digital tools to research information to carry out specific tasks. 

In what way is this 2-hour lesson plan 

a good example of what we learnt in 

the GEP course session?  

The lesson plan includes: 
 
-Strategies (what the Teacher does): 
 
SIOP method: 
 
Lesson preparation: giving explicit links to past building to new concept or learning aspect using the 
background knowledge. 
 
The teacher uses comprehensible input such as visuals, internet, texts, photos…, and tries to clarify the 
concepts paraphrasing, rereading… always with the supplementary materials help. 
 
Different strategies are put into practice such as the instructional ones, with the methods, techniques 
and activities that are done in the class, and the learning ones where the children think strategically 
about what they are learning.  
The work in pairs and groups also promotes children’s interaction. 
 
-Activities (what Students have to do) 
KWL method, predicting the answers, integrating all the skills (reading, speaking, listening, interacting, 
writing...), building a mind map with pictures, socialising online...  
 

-Final production (a description of the final writing students have to create) 
A Drive document with all their texts about introducing themselves (adding photos and videos), and, in 
order to achieve the excellence, the children are asked to create a padlet (a digital board with “labels” as 
texts, videos and photos). They would share it with the teacher, and send it to Poland. 

Other important information 

Appart from this proposal, some other blocks are previously agreed between the two teachers (the 
Catalan and the Polish ones). All the agreements of the project are uploaded at the beginning of the 
school year in the official eTwinning website (www.etwinning.net), and once the project is approved by 
the national agency and the headmasters from both schools, the adventure can start!  

 

 

http://www.etwinning.net/


 

 

MATERIALS: 

Digital whiteboard, works from Poland, texts, letters, magazines, textbooks...  

eTwinning oficial Website: https://www.etwinning.net/es/pub/index.htm  

Technological tool:  

Google Drive 

 

www.padlet.com  

 

 

 

 

https://www.etwinning.net/es/pub/index.htm
www.padlet.com


Example of a Pre-reading Activity (KWL method):  

Name and Surname: 

Date: 

Grade: __________________ 

 

 

ARE THESE STATEMENTS ABOUT OUR POLISH FRIENDS TRUE OR FALSE? 

 

 
 
 
 

TRUE FALSE 

 
He/She has got a pet as a mascot.  

 
  

 
He/She lives in a small village near the sea.  

 
  

 
He/She likes sports and music. 

 
  

 
He/She goes fishing at the weekends.  

 
  

 
His/Her favourite food is lasagna. 

 
  

 

Examples of a while-reading Activity (halves of the texts):  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Examples of the final result (a Drive document with all their texts about introducing themselves (adding photos and videos): 



 
TASK 3 
 

GEP session Session 6 - Collaborative learning 

Title of the lesson or topic.  
Subject (P.E., Math, Science…) 

OPEN HOUSE DAY 

Course / year / age 6th graders (11 years) 

Timing 1 session of 2 hours (and probably 1 session more of 1 hour) 

Short description of the session/s  
 

 What is the session about?  

 
 What do I want my students to do 

today? 

 

Context: the oldest children in our school are in charge, once a year, of organising the Open House 
Day. This day is a totally normal day, in which everybody is invited to visit our school and the 
children guide them around the different areas (primary, pre-primary, the classrooms, the dining 
room, the English and music classroom…). Pupils previously prepare the content of what they 
need to tell them and after some preparation, they become the speakers and guides. It is normally 
done in Catalan, but a part of it is worked in the CLIL (Society) session. So, what comes next is a 
part of this Open House Day project. 

First, teacher’s intention is to work through the Jigsaw method, in which children work in teams, 
made up of different experts who will work together to achieve the same goal in a cooperative way. 

To concrete, in the class there will be 5 teams (with different colours), and in each team there will 
be 5 different experts, that means each of them is in charge of one area of the school. The groups 
must be small enough that everyone can contribute.  

The general working methodology is very clearly introduced, so that the children know what they 
are expected to do. With everybody’s help, they make a brainstorming with all the different 
important areas of the school. They need to know this vocabulary for them to locate the different 
places they will have to go later (although the names are already written around the school). 

Afterwards, they are given a chart with all the teams, their names, the different groups of experts, 
the areas… (worksheet in material folder drive). They know in which team they are assigned and 
the area of the school they will have to get the information from. 



In order to provide students with enough time to engage with the task, they are proposed a 
game/gymkhana in which each group of experts need to go to its place and find an envelope. For 
instance: all experts 1 must go to the playground and gym. The task students work together on 
must be clearly defined and easy to follow, providing some structure or guidance towards solving 
the problem. In the envelope, they will find the worksheet with the task to develop (example in 
material folder drive). This one should be easy to understand, but probably they won’t have the 
control of the language to answer on their own, since they walk around the school without the 
teacher (T’s minimal role). They can do it in their mother tongue, and later on any structure or 
vocabulary will be arranged with other classmates and T’s help. They need to feel challenged 
(group problem solving), but also safe. 

Once they finish, they go back the their classroom and put themselves into teams (not into groups 
of experts). Before going on with the task completion, the members of the team are assigned a 
role:  

The Organiser: tells the rest which step comes next.  

The Technician: writes the ideas down on the computer. 

The Secretary: writes the questions on paper first and dictates them to the technician. 

The Questioner: makes any question about problems arised.  

The Speaker: talks about the conclusion at the end of the activity.  

Now, with all the members of the team collaboration, they complete the task answering all the 
questions properly, about each space separately. At this moment, they do it on a piece of paper. 

Referring to ICT, the teacher previously prepared a task in Google Classroom in which the children 
are invited and asked to complete. The proposal is about 5 slides (each slide belongs to one area 
of the school), and all the team must complete the total of them, in order to create a presentation 
about the areas of the school. The most challenging pupils can even use another ICT tool to do it 
(www.mindmup.com) and create an original mind map about the 5 different zones in the school. 

Working in heterogeneous teams, children can share strengths and also develop their weaker 
skills. They develop their interpersonal skills. They learn to deal with conflict. When cooperative 
groups are guided by clear tasks, students get engaged and motivated, improving their 
understanding of the language and its context. 

They teacher will assess the final product. That means either the slides presentation or mind maps 
(accuracy, grammar, vocabulary, content), as well as the summary of the ideas explained by the 
speaker at the end of the activity (taking into account the ability to express the ideas, not the 
accuracy that much). 

http://www.mindmup.com/


In terms of academic content, what are the 

students learning and what are they 

learning to do? 

Some curricular academic contents:  

 Development of oral communication, self-management and leadership skills. 
 Preparation for real life and social situations. 
 Increase in student retention, self-esteem and responsibility. 
 Teamwork skills development by working in a common project. 
 Awareness of the role of the school in students’ lives.  

In terms of language, what are the students 

practicing or learning to do? 

Parts of the school:  
Playgrounds 
Gym 
Dining room 
Kitchen 
Library 
ICT classroom 
Pre-primary and Primary zone 
Hall 
Office 
Bathrooms 
Staff room 
English and music classrooms… 
 
Description:  
There is/There are... 
There isn’t/ There aren’t... 
We can see/find... 
 
Daily school routines:  
Here the children work/play… 
They work, we make.. 
We have lunch…(+place) (+time) 
We like/love... 
 
Some curricular linguistic contents: 

 Comprehension of working and action instructions in the class. 
 Identification of the vocabulary related to a topic. 
 Use of the basic linguistic structures in the oral and written productions. 
 Pronunciation and intonation in oral interactions. 



 Production of short texts related to the school life (description). 
 Use of expressions and phrases worked in the class when writing texts, using technological 

aid when needed. 
 Use of digital tools to carry out specific tasks. 

In what way is this 2-hour lesson plan a 

good example of what we learnt in GEP in 

general and in the session about group 

work? 

The lesson plan includes:  
Strategies (what T does):  
. Jigsaw method as a cooperative learning tool. Children work in teams and groups (=experts).  
. Arranging the children in small groups, in order to provide everybody’s collaboration. Giving the 
children clear instructions, basic vocabulary for them to understand the subject better, visual inputs 
(charts and worksheets with the tasks).  
. Provides the sts with structures and guidance to understand the instructions. 
. The use of a game to get the children engaged in the activity. 
. Gives a role to each child, for them to know what to do. 
. ICT tool (Google Classroom and mindmup). 
 
Activities (what Students have to do): 
Brainstorming (vocabulary) with everybody’s collaboration. 
To solve a “problem” (finding the envelope and completing the task). 
Complete the task (from the envelope).  
Autonomous work (the T just walks around). 
 
Final production (a description of the final writing students have to create):  
Each expert brings the information from the area he/she is in charge, and comes back to the team, 
where all the members try to fill in anything they find important. All the children in the teams need 
to complete the 5 slides (=5 spaces) either using a Powerpoint Presentation (Drive) or creating a 
mind map, from the Google Classroom the teacher previously prepared.  

Other important information 

Apart from this activity, the children prepare photos of the different places of the school; they 
record videos advertising the event; they also work on a radio workshop (in Catalan), where they 
learn aspects interrelated to the radio world, recording a piece of advertisement in group 
announcing the event... 

 

 



 

MATERIALS: 

Grids with teams and groups of experts (Jigsaw method), Worksheets with tasks, envelopes, laptops, digital whiteboard... 

 

Technological tools:  

Google Classroom    

Link to Google Classroom with the proposal: 
 
https://classroom.google.com/u/1/c/MTExMDgzMTU1MDRa/a/MTExMTA0NTk1MzVa/details 
 

Mindmups www.mindmup.com 

 

Extras:  

Link to the video advertising the event: https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1lUMP_UXZVJjDsFZC88oqEVO7ChFO4pXk 

 

 

 

 

https://classroom.google.com/u/1/c/MTExMDgzMTU1MDRa/a/MTExMTA0NTk1MzVa/details
http://www.mindmup.com/
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1lUMP_UXZVJjDsFZC88oqEVO7ChFO4pXk


Example of Jigsaw Method (task teams): 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Example of a worksheet with the task (groups): 

Name and Surname: 

Date: 

Grade: __________________ 

OPEN HOUSE DAY 

Your zone is: ________________________________________ 

Complete:  

1. Say the name of 5 activities we make in the gym.  

 

2. What days of the week do you have PE? 

 

3. Say the name of 5 activities we make in the playground.  

 

4. What are the sports we play in the break time? What days? What courses? 

 

5. Characteristics of the Primary playground. 

 

Some pictures (envelope game/gymkhana): 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Some extra pictures from the Radio Workshop:  

 


